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Abstract
The notion of a transparent fusion category is defined. For the Haagerup-Izumi
fusion rings with G = Z2n+1 (the Z3 case is the Haagerup H3 fusion ring), the trans-
parent property reduces the number of independent F -symbols from order O(n6) to
O(n2), rendering the pentagon identity practically solvable. Transparent Haagerup-
Izumi categories are constructed up to Z15, and the explicit F -symbols are compactly
presented. The potential construction of categories for new families of fusion rings is
discussed.
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1 Introduction
Subfactors [1,2] and fusion categories [3,4] provide the mathematical framework underlying
various physical objects in quantum field theory, including anyons in (2+1)d Chern-Simons
theory/(1+1)d rational conformal field theory [5–8] and topological defect lines in (1+1)d
quantum field theory [9–11]. Fusion categories with non-invertible objects generalize the no-
tion of symmetries and ’t Hooft anomalies in quantum field theory [11–14]. Due to Ocneanu
rigidity [15,3], a category is an invariant under renormalization group flows connecting short
and long distance physics. This generalization of the ’t Hooft anomaly matching condition
has shed new light on the phases of quantum field theory.
Subfactor theory has an inherent categorical structure [16], and has been a productive
factory of fusion categories.1 Subfactors with Jones indices less than 4 have been classified
by Ocneanu [17], and extended to 4 by Popa [18]. Haagerup [19] then searched for subfactors
with Jones indices a little bit beyond 4, and together with Asaeda [20] constructed one with
Jones index 5+
√
13
2
, the smallest above 4. In [21], Izumi generalized the Haagerup fusion
ring to a family of fusion rings labeled by the finite abelian group G of invertible objects,
and explicitly constructed the subfactors for G = Z3, Z5. The constructive classification
of subfactors for |G| odd was achieved up to |G| = 19 by Evans and Gannon [22], and of
subfactors with G = Z4, Z2 × Z2, Z4 × Z2, Z6, Z8, Z10 by Grossman, Izumi, and Snyder
[23–26].
The key data underlying a fusion category are the F -symbols, which are solutions to
the pentagon identity. Some (almost) equivalent notions exist: associators, quantum 6j-
symbols and crossing kernels. They underlie Turaev-Viro theory [27, 28] and Levin-Wen
string-net models [29]. In [11], one of the present authors showed how the F -symbols strongly
constrain (1+1)d (fully extended) topological quantum field theory [30, 31]; in many cases,
the F -symbols completely determine the full field theory data by bootstrap.
In this paper, unitary and non-unitary Haagerup-Izumi categories with G = Z2n+1 are
1At the level of the fusion ring, the bimodules of a subfactor correspond to the simple objects in a fusion
category, with the tensor product inherited.
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constructed up to Z15 by directly solving the pentagon identity. We first define the utili-
tarian notion of a transparent fusion category (see Definition 3.1), and derive various graph
equivalences and F -symbol relations that reduce the number of independent F -symbols from
O(n6) to O(n2), rendering the pentagon identity practically solvable. Of course, there may
exist non-transparent fusion categories that elude this approach. These relations are summa-
rized into a T -system of constraints (see Definition 4.1), and the solutions to the pentagon
identity under the T -system constraints provide a classification of F -symbols for transpar-
ent Haagerup-Izumi categories. The result of this classification is stated in Theorems 5.1
and 5.2.
It should be stressed that whenever a subfactor construction exists, the F -symbols of the
corresponding fusion category are completely fixed by the subfactor data [32]. Thus, the F -
symbols for various unitary Haagerup-Izumi categories were in principle already determined
by Izumi [21], Evans and Gannon [22] using Cuntz algebra techniques. Evans and Gannon
further generalized such constructions to fusion categories that need not have subfactor
realizations and need not be unitary [33]. Moreover, the explicit F -symbols for the Haagerup
H3 (G = Z3) fusion category have been recently computed using the pentagon approach by
[34,35]. The purpose of this paper is firstly, to offer the pentagon construction for Haagerup-
Izumi categories, and secondly, to point out the existence of a particularly simple gauge with
the transparent property that all F -symbols involving at least one external invertible object
are all 1.2 In physical applications, such a gauge allows the effective exploitation of the Z2n+1
symmetry.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the string diagram calculus for
pivotal fusion categories. Section 3 introduces the notion of a transparent fusion category,
and derives various consequences including invariance relations for the F -symbols. Section 4
introduces the Haagerup-Izumi fusion rings, and formulates a T -system of constraints on
the F -symbols that must be satisfied for transparent fusion categories. Section 5 presents
the classification of solutions to the pentagon identity under the T -system constraints, and
the explicit F -symbols for transparent Haagerup-Izumi categories. Section 6 ends with some
concluding remarks.
Note: The authors first obtained the F -symbols for the HaagerupH3 fusion category from
Matthew Titsworth [34]. By performing gauge transformations on his solution, a transparent
gauge was found. This observation led the present authors to postulate that transparent
fusion categories also exist for the subsequent Haagerup-Izumi fusion rings.
2In [34, 35], the F -symbols for the Haagerup H3 (G = Z3) fusion category were presented in non-
transparent gauges.
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2 Preliminary
A classic introduction to fusion categories can be found in [3,4]. The type of fusion categories
considered in this paper are pivotal fusion categories in which every object L has a two-sided
dual L.3
2.1 String diagrams and gauge freedom
In this paper, the notation for string diagrams is as follows. Each object L is represented by
an oriented string, which is equivalent to its dual L with the opposite orientation,
L
=
L
.
The basic building block for string diagrams is a trivalent junction composed of a vertex and
three open edges
×
L3
L1 L2
,
where × specifies the ordering of the edges. This trivalent junction represents the morphism
VL1,L2,L3 ≡ hom(L2 ⊗ L1,L3) ∈ CN
L2,L1
L3 ,
where NL2,L1L3 is the fusion coefficient, i.e. the multiplicity of L3 in L2 ⊗ L1. A change of
basis at this vertex is a gauge transformation gL1,L2,L3 ∈ GL(NL1,L2L3 ,C). To simplify the
discussion, it is assumed in the following that all nonzero fusion coefficients are one, so that
every gL1,L2,L3 is a complex scalar. Finally, edges representing the unit object I can be
3For such categories, a physical formulation in the context of topological defect lines in (1+1)d quantum
field theory can be found in [11] (see also [9, 10]). In this context, string diagrams — which were first
introduced in [36] to facilitate calculations and proofs — are in fact the physical objects.
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L
L I
=
L
L
=
L
.
2.2 F -move and pentagon identity
For a string diagram composed of two trivalent junctions
×L5
L1
L2 L3
×
L4
the gauge freedom is gL1,L2,L5 gL5,L3,L4 . It is related by an F -move to string diagrams of a
different configuration,
×L5
L1
L2 L3
×
L4
=
∑
L6
(FL1,L2,L3L4 )L5,L6 ×L6
L3L2
L1
×
L4
,
where (FL1,L2,L3L4 )L5,L6 are the F -symbols. The gauge factor for an F -symbol is
gL1,L2,L5 gL5,L3,L4
gL2,L3,L6 gL1,L6,L4
.
The F -symbols must satisfy a consistency condition that is the equivalence of two different
4There is no ordering/marking at a trivalent junction when one of the objects is the unit.
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combinations of F -moves that result in
×
L5
L7
+
L6
+
L1L4 L3 L2
→
×
L5
L9
+
L8
+
L4 L1L2L3
.
To be precise, the equivalence of the two routes
×
+
+
−→
×
+
L8
+
−→
×
+
+
↘ ↗
×
+
L+
−→
×L9
+
L+
gives the pentagon identity
(FL6,L3,L4L5 )L7,L8 (F
L1,L2,L8
L5 )L6,L9 =
∑
L
(FL1,L2L3L7 )L6,L (F
L1,L,L4
L5 )L7,L9 (F
L2,L3,L4
L9 )L,L8 . (2.1)
A solution to the pentagon identity amounts to a construction of a pivotal fusion category.
If there are n isomorphism classes of simple objects, then the pentagon identity is a set of
O(n9) cubic polynomial equations for O(n6) variables, modulo O(n3) gauge freedom. As n
grows, a generic system of this size quickly becomes impossible to solve.
2.3 Cyclic permutation map
The cyclic permutation map is the isomorphism of the three vector spaces
VL1,L2,L3 , VL2,L3,L1 , VL3,L1,L2 ,
6
which pictorially corresponds to moving the × mark around. It is the F -move with an
external edge representing the unit object I:
×L3
L1
L2 L3
I
= (FL1,L2,L3I )L3,L1 ×L1
L3L2
L1 I
.
The net effect is a counter-clockwise rotation of the × mark and a factor of (FL1,L2,L3I )L3,L1 .
It would be nice if the ordering and marking at the trivalent junctions could be forgotten,
which requires the F -symbols (FL1,L2,L3I )L3,L1 to have value 1 for all L1,L2,L3. As explained
in Appendix A of [11], in any fusion category, the gauge freedom
gI,L,L , gL,I,L , gL,L,I ∀L
together with the pentagon identity could set
(F I,L,LI )L,I = (F
L,I,I
L )L,I = (F
I,I,L
L )I,L = (F
L,L,I
I )I,L = (F
L,I,L
I )L,L = (F
I,L,I
L )L,L = 1 ∀L ,
and
(F I,L1,L2L3 )L1,L3 = (F
L2,L3,I
L1 )L1,L3 = (F
L1,L2,L3
I )L3,L1 = 1 ∀L1, L2, L3 ,
but is insufficient to set
(FL1,L2,L3I )L3,L1 = 1 ∀L1, L2, L3 .
Definition 2.1 (Cyclic) A pivotal fusion category is cyclic if there exists a gauge in which
all F -symbols with at least one external unit object have value 1. Such a gauge is called a
cyclic gauge. A gauge transformation g is cyclic if
gL1,L2,L3 = gL2,L3,L1 = gL3,L1,L2 ∀L1, L2, L3 .
Given a cyclic fusion category in a cyclic gauge, if the gauge transformations are further
restricted to be cyclic, then the ordering and marking on the trivalent junctions can be fully
ignored.
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2.4 Tetrahedral symmetry
Consider a cyclic fusion category C in a cyclic gauge. It is clear by a pi rotation that the
F -symbols enjoy a Z2 invariance relation
(FL1,L2,L3L4 )L5,L6 = (F
L3,L4,L1
L2 )L5,L6 .
Additional relations can be derived as follows. On both sides of the F -move equation
L5
L1
L2 L3
L4
=
∑
L
(FL1,L2,L3L4 )L5,L
L
L3L2
L1 L4
,
join
L6
L2L3
L4 L1
(2.2)
from the right. The resulting graph on the left side of the F -move equation can be adjusted
into a tetrahedron
L1
L6
L2
L5
L4
L3
,
whereas the graph on the right side of the F -move equation can be adjusted into
L6L
L4
L2
L3
L1
= δL,L6 × L6L6
L4
L2
L3
L1
,
8
which vanishes if L 6= L6 because the top and bottom loops can be shrunk but the vector
space VL,L6 is empty. Applying the F -move to a unit object connecting the two L6 edges
gives
L6L6
L4
L2
L3
L1
= (FL6,L6,L6L6 )I,I
L1 L6L4 L6 L2L3 .
Again, no non-unit object L can bridge the two Θ graphs on the right because the Θ graphs
can be shrunk, but the vector space VL,I is empty if L 6= I.
Putting things together,
L1
L6
L2
L5
L4
L3
= (FL1,L2,L3L4 )L5,L6
L1 L6L4 L6 L2L3
L6
. (2.3)
A similar derivation by joining (2.2) from the left with the F -move equation shows that
L4
L6
L3
L5
L1
L2
= (FL1,L2,L3L4 )L5,L6
L4 L6L1 L6 L3L2
L6
. (2.4)
The two tetrahedra in (2.3) and (2.4) are related by a spherical move, and are equal if C
is spherical [37]. Each tetrahedron enjoys an S3 symmetry: it is invariant under the Z3
rotations and complex conjugate under a reflection. Combined with the spherical move,
there is an S4 worth of relations for the F -symbols.
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3 Transparent fusion categories
Definition 3.1 (Transparent) A pivotal fusion category is transparent if there exists a
gauge in which all F -symbols with at least one external invertible object have value 1. Such
a gauge is called a transparent gauge.
Corollary 3.1 Every transparent fusion category is cyclic, and every transparent gauge is
a cyclic gauge.
Corollary 3.2 In a transparent fusion category, the group G formed by the invertible objects
is non-anomalous, i.e. the F -symbols belong to the trivial cohomology class in H3(G,U(1)).
In the following, properties of transparent fusion categories are derived, including graph
equivalences and F -symbol invariance relations. By Corollary 3.1, in a transparent gauge,
the ordering and marking on the trivalent junctions are ignored.
3.1 Graph equivalences
Let C be a transparent fusion category in a transparent gauge, and η an invertible object.
There are the following graph equivalences.
1. (Loop Value) Applying the F -move to an invertible η loop gives
η ηI = η ηI ,
where the transparent property is used to set (F η,η,ηη )I,I = 1. Thus
η = 1 , (3.1)
i.e. invertible loops have value 1.
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2. (Attachment) An invertible object can be attached to a simple object L
η L =
L
ηL
L
.
3. (Detachment) An invertible object with two ends attached to a non-invertible simple
object L can be detached
η
L
ηL
L
= η LI = L .
4. (Swap) An invertible object attached to an edge can be swapped across a trivalent
junction
L1
ηL1
L3
L2
η
=
L1
ηL3
L3
L2
η
.
5. (Contraction) An invertible object bridged across a trivalent junction can be con-
tracted. It can be regarded as a swap followed by a detachment
L1
ηL2
ηL3
L2
L3
η = L
L2
L3
η = L1
L2
L3
.
6. (Symmetry nucleation) Given a graph, an invertible loop can be nucleated on any
face and merged with the bordering edges, where the merging can be regarded as
attachments followed by contractions. For example, on a triangular face,
L2
L1 L3
η =
ηL2
ηL1 ηL3
η =
ηL2
ηL1 ηL3
.
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3.2 F -symbol invariance relations
A slight variation of symmetry nucleation results in invariance relations for F -symbols. An
invertible object η is first added to an open face
η
L5
L1
L2 L3
L4
=
∑
L
(FL1,L2,L3L4 )L5,L6
η L6
L3L2
L1 L4
,
and then attached and contracted
L5
L1η
ηL2 L3
L4
=
∑
L
(FL1,L2,L3L4 )L5,L6
ηL6
L3ηL2
L1η L4
.
The result is an invariance relation
(FL1,L2,L3L4 )L5,L6 = (F
L1η,ηL2,L3
L4 )L5,ηL6 .
Symmetry nucleation on the other three faces gives
(FL1,L2,L3L4 )L5,L6 = (F
L1,L2η,ηL3
L4 )L5η,L6 = (F
L1,L2,L3η
ηL4 )L5,L6η = (F
ηL1,L2,L3
L4η )ηL5,L6 .
3.3 Θ graphs and tetrahedra
Transparency implies relations for Θ graphs and tetrahedra. Let η be an invertible object.
Consider the Θ graph
L ηLη .
By detachments,
L ηLη = L = ηL .
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Apply the F -move to η to obtain
L ηLη = (F ηL,L,L
ηL )η,I L ηL ,
where no non-unit object L′ can bridge the two loops on the right because the loops can be
shrunk and the junction vector space VL′,I is empty if L′ 6= I. From the above, it can be
deduced that
L ηLη = (F ηL,L,LηL )η,I
−1
= L .
Next consider tetrahedra. Let η, θ be invertible lines. Then
θ
ηL
Lθ
ηL
ηLθ
= (F ηLθ,Lθ,LηL )η,θ
−1
= L , (3.2)
where the first equality is obtained by applying an F -move to η, and the two graphs are
equivalent by a swap and two detachments. More generally,
θ
L1
L1θ
L3
L3θ
L2
= L1 L3L2 . (3.3)
Apply an F -move to L2 to obtain
θ
L1
L1θ
L3
L3θ
L2
= (FL1,L3,L3θL1θ )L2,θ L1 L3 . (3.4)
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Independently, apply an F -move to θ and then to a unit object connecting the two L2 edges
to obtain
θ
L1
L1θ
L3
L3θ
L2
= (FL1,L1θ,L3θL3 )θ,L2
L1 L1θ L3L3θ
L2
L2
= (FL1,L1θ,L3θL3 )θ,L2 (F
L1,L1θ,L3θ
L3 )I,I
L1 L3L2 L1θ L2L3θ .
Combined with (3.2) and (3.3),
(FL1,L1θ,L3θL3 )θ,L2 =
L6
L1θ L2L3θ
. (3.5)
4 Transparent Haagerup-Izumi categories
A Haagerup-Izumi fusion ring can be defined for any finite abelian group G. A key feature
is that it is quadratic: the fusion of a single non-invertible simple object with the invertible
objects generate all the non-invertible simple objects. In this section, properties of trans-
parent fusion categories are applied to the Haagerup-Izumi fusion rings with G = Z2n+1 to
formulate a T -system of constraints for classifying transparent Haagerup-Izumi categories.
4.1 The Haagerup-Izumi fusion rings
The Haagerup-Izumi category with G = Zν has ν invertible objects
I, α, α2, · · · αν−1
14
and ν non-invertible simple objects
ρ, αρ, α2ρ, · · · αν−1ρ .
The fusion ring is
αν = 1 , αρ = ραν−1 , ρ2 = I +
ν−1∑
k=0
αkρ .
When ν = 1, this is the Fibonacci ring, which is the Grothendieck ring of the Fibonacci
category (even sectors of the A4 subfactor) and Lee-Yang category. When ν = 2, this is
the Grothendieck ring of the C(sl(2), 8)ad fusion category (even sectors of the A7 subfactor),
which is premodular but not modular [38]. When ν = 3, this is the Grothendieck ring of
the Haagerup H3 fusion category. For ν ≥ 3, there is no braiding since the fusion ring is
non-commutative.
4.2 Loops and Θ graphs
Let C be a transparent Haagerup-Izumi category with G = Z2n+1, and fix a transparent
gauge. Define ζ and ξ to be the graph values
ζ ≡ ρ , ξ ≡ ρ ρρ .
On the left, symmetry nucleation implies that all non-invertible loops have value ζ. On
the right, symmetry nucleation on the three faces implies that all Θ graphs with three non-
invertible simple objects have the same value ξ. Together with (3.1), these graph values can
be summarized as
L1 L3L2 =

1 all invertible ,
ζ one invertible ,
ξ all non-invertible .
By (3.2), for any invertible η and θ,
(F ηLθ,Lθ,LηL )η,θ =
{
1 L invertible ,
ζ−1 L non-invertible .
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The F -symbols with a single internal invertible object can also be deduced. Let L1, L2, L3
be non-invertible. By (3.4) and (3.5),
(FL1,L3,ηL3L1η )L2,η = ζ
−2 ξ , (FL1,ηL1,ηL3L3 )η,L2 = ζ ξ
−1 .
From this, the possible values of ζ are constrained as follows. Consider two concentric ρ
loops and apply the F -move to obtain5
ζ2 = ρρ
I
= (F ρ,ρ,ρρ )I,I I ρρ +
2n∑
i=0
(F ρ,ρ,ρρ )I,αiρ α
iρ ρρ
= 1 + (2n+ 1) ζ .
Hence,
ζ =
2n+ 1±√(2n+ 1)2 + 4
2
.
Since ξ is not gauge-invariant, a gauge can be chosen such that
ξ = ζ2 , (FL1,L3,ηL3
ηL1 )L2,η = 1 , (F
L1,ηL1,ηL3
L3 )η,L2 = ζ
−1 .
4.3 T -system
Definition 4.1 (T -system) Let I be the set of invertible objects and N the set of non-
invertible simple objects in the Haagerup-Izumi fusion ring with G = Z2n+1. The T -system
is the set of constraints on the F -symbols
(F η,L2,L3L4 )L5,L6 = (F
L1,η,L3
L4 )L5,L6 = (F
L1,L2,η
L4 )L5,L6 = (F
L1,L2,L3
η )L5,L6 = 1 ,
(F ηLθ,θL,LηL )η,θ = (F
L1,ηL1,ηL3
L3 )η,L2 = ζ
−1 , (FL1,L3,ηL3L1η )L2,η = 1 ,
(FL1,L2,L3L4 )L5,L6 = (F
L1η,ηL2,L3
L4 )L5,ηL6 = (F
L1,L2η,ηL3
L4 )L5η,L6
= (FL1,L2,L3ηL4η )L5,L6η = (F
ηL1,L2,L3
ηL4 )ηL5,L6 ,
(4.1)
for all η, θ ∈ I and L,Li ∈ N .
5Generally, the values of loops in a nice gauge are solutions to the polynomial equations given by the
abelianization of the fusion ring [11].
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For the Haagerup-Izumi fusion ring with G = Z2n+1, the number of independent F -symbols
after imposing the T -system constraints is (2n+ 1)2 + 1. The F -symbols for any transparent
Haagerup-Izumi category must satisfy the T -system constraints.
The number of independent F -symbols can be further reduced by the tetrahedral symme-
try. Because all non-invertible simple objects are unoriented, every transparent Haagerup-
Izumi category is spherical and the tetrahedron enjoys S4 symmetry. Since the factors in
the relations (2.3) and (2.4) between the tetrahedra and the F -symbols are universally equal
to ζ−1ξ2, the set of F -symbols with all non-invertible objects are invariant under the A4
rotational symmetry of the tetrahedron, and complex conjugate under a reflection (with ξ
chosen to be real). One may choose to be optimistic and postulate that the A4 invariance is
enhanced to S4.
Table 1 lists the numbers of independent F -symbols after imposing the T -system con-
straints together with A4 or S4 tetrahedral invariance. With A4 invariance (necessary con-
sequence of transparency), the pentagon identity under the T -system constraints can be
practically solved up to G = Z9 by computing a Groebner basis using MAGMA [39]. With
S4 invariance, it can be solved up to G = Z15.
G A4 S4
Z3 8 7
Z5 22 16
Z7 44 29
Z9 74 46
Z11 112 67
Z13 158 92
Z15 212 121
Table 1: The numbers of independent F -symbols for the Haagerup-Izumi fusion rings after
imposing the T -system constraints together with A4 or S4 tetrahedral invariance.
5 Classification of F -Symbols
5.1 Main theorems
Theorem 5.1 For the Haagerup-Izumi fusion rings with G = Z2n+1, let
ζ± ≡ 2n+ 1±
√
(2n+ 1)2 + 4
2
.
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The pentagon identity under the T -system constraints (4.1) and A4 tetrahedral invariance
(necessary by transparency) has the following solutions:
(a) There are two solutions for G = Z1 corresponding to the Fibonacci and Lee-Yang cate-
gories.
(b) There are eight solutions for G = Z3.
(c) There are sixteen solutions for G = Z5.
(d) There are twenty-four solutions for G = Z7.
(e) For G = Z2n+1 with n = 1, 2, 3, the solutions form four order-2n orbits of the Z2n
automorphism group. Two orbits are unitary with ζ = ζ+; the F -symbols are real in one
of the two orbits, and complex in the other. The remaining two orbits are the non-unitary
Galois associates of the two unitary orbits, with ζ = ζ−.
Theorem 5.2 For the Haagerup-Izumi fusion rings with G = Z2n+1, let
ζ± ≡ 2n+ 1±
√
(2n+ 1)2 + 4
2
.
The pentagon identity under the T -system constraints (4.1) and S4 tetrahedral invariance
has the following solutions:
(a) There are two solutions for G = Z1, corresponding to the Fibonacci and Lee-Yang cate-
gories.
(b) There are four solutions for G = Z3.
(c) There are eight solutions for G = Z5.
(d) There are twelve solutions for G = Z7.
(e) There are twenty-four solutions for G = Z13.
(f) For G = Z2n+1 with n = 1, 2, 3, 6, the solutions form two order-2n orbits of the Z2n
automorphism group. One orbit is unitary with ζ = ζ+, and the other orbit consists of
the non-unitary Galois associates with ζ = ζ−.
(g) There are twenty-four solutions for G = Z9, forming four order-six orbits of the Z6
automorphism group. Two orbits are unitary with ζ = ζ+, and the other two orbits
consist of the non-unitary Galois associates with ζ = ζ−.
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(h) There are twenty-four solutions for G = Z11, forming two order-two orbits and two
order-ten of the Z10 automorphism group. One order-two orbit and one order-ten orbit
are unitary with ζ = ζ+, and the other two orbits consist of the non-unitary Galois
associates with ζ = ζ−.
(i) There are forty-eight solutions for G = Z15, forming six order-eight orbits of the Z2×Z4
automorphism group. Three orbits are unitary with ζ = ζ+, and the other three orbits
consist of the non-unitary Galois associates with ζ = ζ−.
(j) In the above, the F -symbols are real when ζ = ζ+, and complex when ζ = ζ−. Solutions in
a single orbit of the automorphism group have the same (F ρ,ρ,ρρ )ρ,ρ, while different orbits
have distinct (F ρ,ρ,ρρ )ρ,ρ. Since (F
ρ,ρ,ρ
ρ )ρ,ρ is gauge-invariant, solutions with distinct values
correspond to inequivalent fusion categories.
Let I be the set of invertible objects and N be the set of non-invertible simple objects of
the Haagerup-Izumi fusion ring with G = Z2n+1. By (4.1), the F -symbols with at least one
invertible object are given by
(F ηLθ,Lθ,LηL )η,θ = (F
L1,ηL1,ηL3
L3 )η,L2 = ζ
−1 , (FL1,L3,ηL3
ηL1 )L2,η = 1 ,
for all η, θ ∈ I and Li ∈ N . For the F -symbols with all simple objects non-invertible, it
suffices to specify the (2n+ 1)2 components (F ρ,ρ,ρ∗ )ρ,∗ with ∗ running over the non-invertible
simple objects. The rest are equal to one of the above by the Z42n+1 invariance relations
(4.1). In fact, these invariance relations can be equivalently written as
(FL1,L2,L3L4 )L5,L6 = (F
ηL1,ηL2,ηL3
ηL4 )ηL5,ηL6 = (F
ηL1,L2,L3η
L4 )L5,L6
= (FL1,ηL2,L3L4η )L5,L6 = (F
L1,L2,L3
L4 )ηL5,L6η ,
for all η, θ ∈ I and Li ∈ N . Note that the equality of the first and the last terms implies
that every FL1,L2,L3L4 is an anti-circulant matrix.
Since the pentagon identity is a polynomial equation, the F -symbols are roots of polyno-
mials. In the following, xi (resp. other symbols) denotes the i-th (in increasing order) real
root of some polynomial in x (resp. other symbols). This notation is unambiguous because
there are no multiple roots. The simpler polynomials are given in the main text, while the
more complicated ones are given in Appendix A.
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5.2 Haagerup H3 (G = Z3)
Under the automorphism group Aut(G) ∼= Z2, there is exactly one unitary orbit with two
solutions. One solution is given by
F ρ,ρ,ρ∗ (ρ, ∗) ρ αρ α2ρ
ρ x y1 y2
αρ y1 y2 z
α2ρ y2 z y1
where
x =
2−√13
3
, y1,2 =
1
12
(
5−
√
13∓
√
6
(
1 +
√
13
))
, z =
1 +
√
13
6
.
Aut(G) ∼= Z2 exchanges y1 and y2, giving the other solution in the same orbit.
5.3 G = Z5
Under the automorphism group Aut(G) ∼= Z4, there is exactly one unitary orbit with four
solutions. One solution is given by
F ρ,ρ,ρ∗ (ρ, ∗) ρ αρ α2ρ α3ρ α4ρ
ρ x y1 y3 y2 y4
αρ y1 y4 z2 z4 z2
α2ρ y3 z2 y2 z4 z4
α3ρ y2 z4 z4 y3 z2
α4ρ y4 z2 z4 z2 y1
where
x =
7−√29
5
,
yi are the real roots of
P Z5y (y) = 625y
8 − 1375y7 + 1275y6 + 245y5 − 654y4 + 152y3 + 75y2 − 29y − 1 ,
and zi are the real roots of
P Z5z (z) = 25z
4 − 15z3 − 9z2 + 7z − 1 .
Aut(G) ∼= Z4 permutes yi and exchanges z2 and z4 by
τy = (1243) , τz = (24) ,
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giving the other solutions in the same orbit.
Note that the polynomial in z factorizes over Q(
√
29 = 52 + 4), and z2, z4 are the roots to
one of the factors. This pattern continues in the following solutions. Namely, all polynomials
factorize over Q(
√
n2 + 4), and the roots in the same orbit of Aut(G) will always be roots
of the same factor.
5.4 G = Z7
Under the automorphism group Aut(G) ∼= Z6, there is exactly one unitary orbit with six
solutions. One solution is given by
F ρ,ρ,ρ∗ (ρ, ∗) ρ αρ α2ρ α3ρ α4ρ α5ρ α6ρ
ρ x y1 y2 y6 y4 y3 y5
αρ y1 y5 z6 w2 z3 w1 z6
α2ρ y2 z6 y3 w1 z4 z4 w2
α3ρ y6 w2 w1 y4 z3 z4 z3
α4ρ y4 z3 z4 z3 y6 w2 w1
α5ρ y3 w1 z4 z4 w2 y2 z6
α6ρ y5 z6 w2 z3 w1 z6 y1
where
x =
11− 2√53
7
.
Aut(G) ∼= Z6 ∼= 〈σ, τ | σ2 = τ 3 = 1〉 permutes the roots by
σy = (15)(23)(46) , σz = id , σw = (12) ,
τy = (356)(142) , τz = (346) , τw = id ,
giving the other solutions in the same orbit.
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5.5 G = Z9
Under the automorphism group Aut(G) ∼= Z6, there are two unitary orbits each with six
solutions. A solution in one orbit is given by
F ρ,ρ,ρ∗ (ρ, ∗) ρ αρ α2ρ α3ρ α4ρ α5ρ α6ρ α7ρ α8ρ
ρ x1 y1 y12 r©4 y6 y8 r©1 y7 y5
αρ y1 y5 z8 w10 w2 z11 w5 w7 z8
α2ρ y12 z8 y7 w7 z4 w9 w1 z4 w10
α3ρ r©4 w10 w7 r©1 w5 w1 s©4 w9 w2
α4ρ y6 w2 z4 w5 y8 z11 w9 w1 z11
α5ρ y8 z11 w9 w1 z11 y6 w2 z4 w5
α6ρ r©1 w5 w1 s©4 w9 w2 r©4 w10 w7
α7ρ y7 w7 z4 w9 w1 z4 w10 y12 z8
α8ρ y5 z8 w10 w2 z11 w5 w7 z8 y1
where
x1,2 =
35− 4√85∓
√
517− 56√85
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are the two negative roots of
P Z9x (x) = 81x
4 − 630x3 + 899x2 + 210x+ 9 .
Aut(G) ∼= Z6 ∼= 〈σ, τ | σ2 = τ 3 = 1〉 permutes the roots by
σx = id, σy = (1 5)(2 4)(3 11)(6 8)(7 12)(9 10) , σz = id ,
σw = (1 9)(2 5)(3 8)(4 12)(6 11)(7 10) , σr = (1 4)(2 3) , σs = id ,
τx = id, τy = (1 6 7)(2 3 9)(4 11 10)(5 8 12) , τz = (3 10 7)(4 8 11) ,
τw = (1 7 2)(3 6 12)(4 8 11)(5 9 10) , τr = id, τs = id ,
giving the other solutions in the same orbit. There is an additional Z2 ∼= 〈ι | ι2 = 1〉 action
that acts by
ιx = (1 2) , ιy = (1 2)(3 6)(4 5)(7 9)(8 11)(10 12) , ιz = (3 4)(7 11)(8 10) ,
ιw = (1 12)(2 6)(3 7)(4 9)(5 11)(8 10) , ιr = (1 3)(2 4) , ιs = (2 4) ,
and exchanges the two unitary orbits.
5.6 G = Z11
Under the automorphism group Aut(G) ∼= Z10, there is one unitary orbit with two solutions
and one unitary orbit with ten solutions. In the orbit with two solutions, one solution is
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given by
F ρ,ρ,ρ∗ (ρ, ∗) ρ αρ α2ρ α3ρ α4ρ α5ρ α6ρ α7ρ α8ρ α9ρ α10ρ
ρ x y1 y2 y1 y1 y1 y2 y2 y2 y1 y2
αρ y1 y2 z2 w2 w2 w1 z2 w2 w1 w1 z2
α2ρ y2 z2 y1 w1 z2 w2 w1 w2 w1 z2 w2
α3ρ y1 w2 w1 y2 w1 w1 z2 z2 z2 w2 w2
α4ρ y1 w2 z2 w1 y2 w2 w2 z2 z2 w1 w1
α5ρ y1 w1 w2 w1 w2 y2 z2 w1 z2 w2 z1
α6ρ y2 z2 w1 z2 w2 z2 y1 w1 w2 w1 w2
α7ρ y2 w2 w2 z2 z2 w1 w1 y1 w2 z2 w1
α8ρ y2 w1 w1 z2 z2 z2 w2 w2 y1 w2 w1
α9ρ y1 w1 z2 w2 w1 w2 w1 z2 w2 y2 z2
α10ρ y2 z2 w2 w2 w1 z1 w2 w1 w1 z2 y1
where
x =
13− 5√5
11
is a root of the polynomial
P Z112|x (x) = 11x
2 − 26x+ 4 .
The Z2 subgroup of Aut(G) ∼= Z10 exchanges y1 with y2 and w1 with w2. In the order-ten
orbit, one solution is given by
F ρ,ρ,ρ∗ (ρ, ∗) ρ αρ α2ρ α3ρ α4ρ α5ρ α6ρ α7ρ α8ρ α9ρ α10ρ
ρ x y1 y10 y9 y2 y8 y3 y7 y4 y6 y5
αρ y1 y5 z6 w10 w3 w9 z7 w1 w7 w4 z6
α2ρ y10 z6 y6 w4 z3 w2 w6 w5 w8 z3 w10
α3ρ y9 w10 w4 y4 w7 w8 z4 z8 z4 w2 w3
α4ρ y2 w3 z3 w7 y7 w1 w5 z8 z8 w6 w9
α5ρ y8 w9 w2 w8 w1 y3 z7 w6 z4 w5 z7
α6ρ y3 z7 w6 z4 w5 z7 y8 w9 w2 w9 w1
α7ρ y7 w1 w5 z8 z8 w6 w9 y2 w3 z3 w7
α8ρ y4 w7 w8 z4 z8 z4 w2 w3 y9 w10 w4
α9ρ y6 w4 z3 w2 w6 w5 w9 z3 w10 y10 z6
α10ρ y5 z6 w10 w3 w9 z7 w1 w7 w4 z6 y1
where
x =
101− 49√5
22
x1,2 =
101∓ 49√5
22
is a root of the polynomial
P Z1110|x(x) = 11x
2 − 101x− 41.
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Aut(G) ∼= Z10 ∼= 〈σ, τ | σ2 = τ 5 = 1〉 permutes the roots by
σy = (1 5)(2 7)(3 8)(4 9)(6 10) , σz = id , σw = (1 9)(2 8)(3 7)(4 10)(5 6) ,
τy = (1 2 8 6 9)(3 10 4 5 7) , τz = (3 4 6 8 7) , τw = (1 5 2 10 3)(4 7 9 6 8) ,
giving the other solutions in the same orbit.
5.7 G = Z13
Under the automorphism group Aut(G) ∼= Z12, there is exactly one unitary orbit with twelve
solutions. One solution is given by
F ρ,ρ,ρ∗ (ρ, ∗) ρ αρ α2ρ α3ρ α4ρ α5ρ α6ρ α7ρ α8ρ α9ρ α10ρ α11ρ α12ρ
ρ x y1 y9 y12 y8 y4 y7 y3 y5 y2 y10 y6 y11
αρ y1 y11 z6 w5 s3 w8 w4 z9 w11 w9 s2 w2 z6
α2ρ y9 z6 y6 w2 z7 w10 w12 s1 s4 w7 w1 z7 w5
α3ρ y12 w5 w2 y10 s2 w1 z10 w3 z8 w6 z10 w10 s3
α4ρ y8 s3 z7 s2 y2 w9 w7 w6 z4 z4 w3 w12 w8
α5ρ y4 w8 w10 w1 w9 y5 w11 s4 z8 z4 z8 s1 w4
α6ρ y7 w4 w12 z10 w7 w11 y3 z9 s1 w3 w6 s4 z9
α7ρ y3 z9 s1 w3 w6 s4 z9 y7 w4 w12 z10 w7 w11
α8ρ y5 w11 s4 z8 z4 z8 s1 w4 y4 w8 w10 w1 w9
α9ρ y2 w9 w7 w6 z4 z4 w3 w12 w8 y8 s3 z7 s2
α10ρ y10 s2 w1 z10 w3 z8 w6 z10 w10 s3 y12 w5 w2
α11ρ y6 w2 z7 w10 w12 s1 s4 w7 w1 z7 w5 y9 z6
α12ρ y11 z6 w5 s3 w8 w4 z9 w11 w9 s2 w2 z6 y1
where
x =
107− 8√173
13
is a root of the polynomial
P Z13x (x) = 13x
2 − 214x+ 29 .
Aut(G) ∼= Z12 ∼= 〈σ, τ | σ4 = τ 3 = 1〉 permutes the roots in the following way
σy = (1 4 11 5)(2 7 8 3)(6 12 9 10) , σz = (4 9)(6 8)(7 10) ,
σw = (1 5 10 2)(3 7 6 12)(4 9 11 8) , σs = (1 3 4 2) ,
τy = (1 2 12)(3 6 5)(4 7 9)(8 10 11) , τz = (4 10 6)(7 8 9) ,
τw = (1 4 7)(2 8 3)(5 9 6)(10 11 12) , τs = id .
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5.8 G = Z15
Under the automorphism group Aut(G) ∼= Z2 ×Z4, there are three unitary orbits each with
eight solutions. A solution in one orbit is given by6
F ρ,ρ,ρ∗ (ρ, ∗) ρ αρ α2ρ α3ρ α4ρ α5ρ α6ρ α7ρ α8ρ α9ρ α10ρ α11ρ α12ρ α13ρ α14ρ
ρ x2 y1 y9 r7 y2 s5 r1 y23 y16 r4 s4 y17 r9 y19 y18
αρ y1 y18 z14 w14 t10 u5 v19 w13 z7 w4 v23 u10 t5 w1 z14
α2ρ y9 z14 y19 w1 z15 v6 w10 u2 t7 t12 u12 w20 v2 z15 w14
α3ρ r7 w14 w1 r9 t5 v2 a11 w18 v5 a4 v10 w19 a11 v6 t10
α4ρ y2 t10 z15 t5 y17 u10 w20 w19 z4 v4 v13 z4 w18 w10 u5
α5ρ s5 u5 v6 v2 u10 s4 v23 u12 v10 v13 b6 v4 v5 u2 v19
α6ρ r1 v19 w10 a11 w20 v23 r4 w4 t12 a4 v4 v13 a4 t7 w13
α7ρ y23 w13 u2 w18 w19 u12 w4 y16 z7 t7 v5 z4 v10 t12 z7
α8ρ y16 z7 t7 v5 z4 v10 t12 z7 y23 w13 u2 w18 w19 u12 w4
α9ρ r4 w4 t12 a4 v4 v13 a4 t7 w13 r1 v19 w10 a11 w20 v23
α10ρ s4 v23 u12 v10 v13 z22 v4 v5 u2 v19 s5 u5 v6 v2 u10
α11ρ y17 u10 w20 w19 z4 v4 v13 z4 w18 w10 u5 y2 t10 z15 t5
α12ρ r9 t5 v2 a11 w18 v5 a4 v10 w19 a11 v6 t10 r7 w14 w1
α13ρ y19 w1 z15 v6 w10 u2 t7 t12 u12 w20 v2 z15 w14 y9 z14
α14ρ y18 z14 w14 t10 u5 v19 w13 z7 w4 v23 u10 t5 w1 z14 y1
Aut(G) ∼= Z2 × Z4 ∼= 〈σ, τ | σ2 = τ 4 = 1〉 permutes the roots in the following way
σy = (1 18)(2 17)(9 19)(16 23) , σr = (1 4)(7 9) , σs = (4 5) , σt = (5 10)(7 12) ,
σr = (2 12)(5 10) , σr = (1 4)(2 6)(4 13)(10 20) , σw = (1 14)(4 13)(10 20)(18 19) ,
σz = id , σa = id , σb = id ,
τy = (1 19 2 23)(9 17 16 18) , τr = (1 7 4 9) , τs = id , τt = (5 7)(10 12) ,
τu = (2 10 12 5) , τv = (2 13 5 23)(4 10 19 6) , τw = (1 10 19 13)(4 14 20 18) ,
τz = (4 7 14 15) , τa = (4 11) , τb = id ,
6The polynomials are rather long and thus omitted in writing.
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giving the other solutions in the same orbit. There is an additional Z3 ∼= 〈ι|ι3 = 1〉 action
that acts by
ιx = (1 2 3) , ιy = (1 3 5)(2 10 14)(4 20 18)(6 11 17)(7 9 13)(8 12 19)(15 16 22)(21 24 23) ,
ιr = (1 6 8)(2 7 5)(3 4 10)(9 12 11) , ιs = (1 5 3)(2 6 4) ,
ιt = (1 6 7)(2 5 8)(3 10 11)(4 12 9) , ιu = (1 12 4)(2 6 7)(3 8 10)(5 11 9) ,
ιv = (1 23 15)(2 3 12)(4 18 16)(5 7 22)(6 20 8)(9 14 13)(10 17 21)(11 24 19) ,
ιw = (1 8 16)(2 18 11)(3 10 22)(4 9 6)(5 24 20)(7 21 13)(12 14 15)(17 19 23) ,
ιz = (4 5 11)(7 10 8)(14 19 17)(15 16 20) ,
ιa = (3 10 11)(4 8 6) , ιb = (3 6 5) ,
and cycles through the three distinct unitary orbits. The polynomial for x is given by
3375x6 − 116550x5 + 620280x4 − 926392x3 + 41520x2 + 88128x− 6912 .
6 Conclusions and outlook
In this paper, the notion of a transparent fusion category is defined, and the F -symbols
for transparent Haagerup-Izumi categories with G = Z2n+1 are classified up to Z9, and
constructed up to Z15 by additionally assuming S4 invariance. Various graph equivalences
and F -symbol relations were derived from transparency, reducing the number of independent
F -symbols from O(n6) to O(n2) and rendering the pentagon identity practically solvable. It
would be interesting to construct transparent fusion categories for other fusion rings, such
as other quadratic (or generalized near-group) fusion rings where the fusion of the invertible
objects with a single non-invertible object generates all the non-invertible objects [40,26]. A
promising family of fusion rings is the following. Introduce ν invertible objects
I, α, α2, · · · αν−1
and ν + 1 non-invertible simple objects
ρ, αρ, α2ρ, · · · αν−1ρ, N .
The fusion ring is
αν = 1 , αρ = ραν−1 , αN = N α = N ,
ρ2 = I + Z +N , N 2 = Y + Z , ρN = Nρ = Z +N ,
where
Y ≡
ν−1∑
k=0
αk , Z ≡
ν−1∑
k=0
αkρ .
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When ν = 1, this is none other than the RC(ŝo(3))5 fusion ring. This family of fusion rings
generalize RC(ŝo(3))5, similar to how the Haagerup-Izumi fusion rings generalize Fibonacci.
Explicit F -symbols foster interesting applications. For instance, three-manifold invariants
can be defined by F -symbols alone without the need of braiding [41,42]. In physics, one could
study the gapped phase of (1+1)d quantum field theory with the Haagerup-Izumi categories
by solving the topological quantum field theory, as was done in [11] for fusion categories
of smaller rank. One could also study the crossing symmetry of defect operator four-point
functions, and obtain universal bounds on the spectrum with the conformal bootstrap [43].
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A Polynomials with F -symbols as roots
A.1 G = Z7
P Z7y (y) = 117649y
12 − 453789y11 + 1145277y10 − 1070503y9 + 882588y8 − 284732y7
− 89977y6 + 31488y5 − 1828y4 − 849y3 + 381y2 + 45y − 1 ,
P Z7z (z) = 343z
6 + 196z5 − 371z4 + 27z3 + 56z2 − 9z − 1 ,
P Z7w (w) = 49w
4 − 63w3 + 15w2 + 10w − 4 .
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A.2 G = Z9
P Z9y (y) = 282429536481y
24 − 2541865828329y23 + 13891349053584y22 − 42375665666331y21
+ 93048845085738y20 − 163017616751046y19 + 191382870385035y18
− 91749046865085y17 − 71565147070767y16 + 121393466114850y15
− 42556511453652y14 − 23330326470255y13 + 20787803433577y12
− 1805958554210y11 − 2533403044422y10 + 632950992624y9
+ 91558817982y8 − 30315392921y7 − 4655443748y6 + 986603649y5
+ 182920180y4 − 28268573y3 − 1118977y2 − 127236y − 1801 ,
P Z9z (z) = 531441z
12 + 885735z11 − 1535274z10 − 121014z9 + 647352z8 − 79407z7
− 92863z6 + 18139z5 + 4928z4 − 1208z3 − 64z + 25z − 1 ,
P Z9w (w) = 282429536481w
24 − 1129718145924w23 + 1997927461773w22 − 1984755165147w21
+ 1330918519878w20 − 791614850283w19 + 459695402118w18 − 222483700269w17
+ 99182263023w16 − 47943836820w15 + 17026501158w14 − 3348784053w13
+ 1374949378w12 − 621445880w11 − 329500476w10 + 412571852w9 − 148134014w8
+ 18260969w7 + 2110023w6 − 806198w5 + 47683w4 + 6215w3 − 711w2 + 4w + 1 .
P Z9r (r) = 6561r
8 − 8019r7 + 1377r6 − 792r5 + 3349r4 + 4r3 − 662r2 + 52r + 19 ,
P Z9s (s) = 81s
4 + 99s3 + 17s2 − 14s− 4 .
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A.3 G = Z11
For the unitary orbit with two solutions
P Z112|y (y) = 121y
4 − 209y3 + 82y2 + 24y − 9 ,
P Z112|z (z) = 11z
2 + 7z + 1 ,
P Z112|w (w) = 121w
4 − 88w3 + 38w2 − 13w + 1 .
For the unitary orbit with ten solutions,
P Z1110|y(y) = 25937424601y
20 − 47158953820y19 + 1064291844165y18 + 4808654315960y17
+ 35564388240370y16 + 114903432126461y15 + 194232171940290y14
+ 126582540515475y13 − 21851286302395y12 − 65093840585730y11
− 20230205549333y10 + 6813959963720y9 + 4785911566905y8 + 360322446200y7
− 303249779065y6 − 76228721396y5 − 379548930y4 + 2142467760y3
+ 324308000y2 + 19299130y + 40207 ,
P Z1110|z(z) = 161051z
10 + 658845z9 − 971630z8 − 542080z7 + 322135z6
+ 105612z5 − 39815z4 − 6570z3 + 1960z2 + 70z − 19 ,
P Z1110|w(w) = 25937424601w
20 − 176846076825w19 + 592702305965w18 − 1134445659765w17
+ 1534818445765w16 − 1765089648718w15 + 1769544129045w14
− 1394768735745w13 + 776013578560w12 − 263088585485w11 + 20179458718w10
+ 32370728245w9 − 20820136235w8 + 6982550700w7 − 1450721110w6
+ 175316847w5 − 7539540w4 − 877925w3 + 133550w2 − 5960w + 71 .
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A.4 G = Z13
P Z13y (y) = 23298085122481y
24 + 80647217731665y23 + 3069557179509834y22
+ 41919543603471508y21 + 536909384312855190y20 + 4259352400707950897y19
+ 19179161744641728596y18 + 47561155144008593243y17 + 63626358551986353149y16
+ 40207662041712799114y15 + 1257635216859228766y14 − 13522223195096193305y13
− 6598116247933199625y12 + 128413711306511340y11 + 938990747292838888y10
+ 202797783582401196y9 − 32756778784407789y8 − 16526752437401584y7
− 933201395423678y6 + 349378912529867y5 + 53761577382743y4 + 1555890743172y3
− 87453542726y2 − 2773486466y + 28678361 ,
P Z13z (z) = 4826809z
12 + 34901542z11 − 124183228z10 − 57416398z9 + 51122838z8 + 3476850z7
− 4988283z6 + 418090z5 + 93250z4 − 14139z3 + 205z2 + 38z − 1 ,
P Z13w (w) = 23298085122481w
24 − 268824059105550w23 + 1610738618763716w22
− 4730805028787149w21 + 8265875258850053w20 − 9798763675027379w19
+ 8948312751528579w18 − 6464842564613641w17 + 3087209293878385w16
− 284952516401007w15 − 771813881083466w14 + 531872957583864w13
− 107361616574952w12 − 39739582655570w11 + 27485052167132w10
− 4323332693485w9 − 1159653323459w8 + 583780092624w7 − 51758752951w6
− 19939454943w5 + 4746063302w4 + 131285807w3 − 111025779w2 + 2170222w
+ 898159 ,
P Z13s (s) = 28561s
8 − 24167s7 + 163930s6 − 225693s5 + 119817s4 − 26999s3 + 1045s2 + 546s
− 67 .
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